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An embeddable F2 -geometry 1 with embedding rank er(1 )=4 is given, which
has no generating set of size 4.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let 1=(P, L) be a point-line geometry with points P and lines
L( P3 ) (i.e., every line has three points). A subset SP is called a sub-
geometry of 1 if S contains every line l # L with |l & S|>1. A subset
GP is said to generate 1, if P is the only subgeometry of 1 containing
G. The generating rank gr(1) is the minimal size of a generating set of
points of 1.
Next, identify P with a basis of some vector space V over F2 , i.e.,
V={ :p # P ?pp | ?p # [0, 1]= .
For v # V the weight of v= ?p p is given by wt(v)=|[ p # P | ?p {0]|.
Every line l=[ p, q, r] # L defines a vector l = p+q+r of weight three in
V. Finally let C=(l | l # L) and E=VC. Then 1=(P, L) is an embed-
dable F2 -geometry if and only if
wt \ :l # L *l l +2 O :l # L *l l =0. (V)
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The reader may wish to consult [R] for more details about embeddings
of geometries. If 1 is embeddable then E is the universal embedding space
of 1 and er(1 )=dim E is called the embedding rank of 1. It is obvious that
gr(1 )er(1). In [C] it has been conjectured that for every embeddable
F2 -geometry the generating and embedding ranks are equal. But to the
contrary, the purpose of this note is to present an example of an embed-
dable F2-geometry 1 with gr(1 )>er(1). It will also be shown, that the
example given is as small as possible.
To this end let 1 be the geometry on the following set of 15 points
P=[ pia , pib , pic , pik , pik* | i # [1, 2, 3]]
and the following set of 11 lines
L=L1 _* L2 _* L3 _* [k, k*],
where k=[ p1k , p2k , p3k], k*=[ p1k* , p2k* , p3k*], and Li is the set of lines
which contain at least one of the points pia or pib according to Fig. 1.
Lemma 1. 1 is an embeddable F2 -geometry with er(1 )=4.
FIGURE 1
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Proof. To prove Lemma 1 it suffices to show that
wt \ :l # L *l l +2 O * l=0 for all l # L. (VV)
Indeed (VV) implies (V) and 1 is therefore embeddable. Moreover (VV)
shows that [l | l # L] is a set of linearly independent vectors, hence
er(1 )=dim V&dim C=|P|&|L|=4.
Now in order to prove (VV), let v=l # L *l l =p # P ?p p be a vector
with wt(v)2. It is easy to check that
|[*l | l # Li]|=2 O ?pia {0 or ?pib {0. (i)
As wt(v)2, we may therefore assume that w.l.o.g.
|[*l | l # L1]|=1. (ii)
If |[*l | l # L2]|=|[* l | l # L3]|=2, then ?pik=?pik*=0 for i=1, 2, 3. This in
turn implies that *( p1k , p1c )=*( p2k , p2c )=*( p3k , p3c ) and *( p1k* , p1c )=*( p2k* , p2c )
=*( p3k* , p3c ) . But *( p1k , p1c )=*( p1k* , p1c ) by (ii) and hence ?p2a=?p2b=?p3a=
?p3b=1, a contradiction. We may therefore assume that w.l.o.g.
|[*l | l # L2]|=1. (iii)
If *( p1k , p1, c ) {*( p2k , p2c ) , then one of the ?pik ’s and one of the ?pik* ’s equals
1. Hence, in this case, |[*l | l # L3]|=1 by (i). But then one of the ?pic ’s
equals 1 and wt(v)3. This contradiction shows
|[*l | l # L1 _ L2]|=1. (iv)
Assume next that *l=1 for all l # L1 _ L2 . If *l=0 for all l # L3 then one
of the ?pik ’s and one of the ?pik* ’s equals 1 and ?p2c=1, a contradiction.
If *l=1 for all l # L3 then ?p1c=?p2c=?p3c=1, a contradiction. Finally,
if |[*l | l # L3]|=2, then ?p2c=1 and either ?p3a=1 or ?p3b=1. Hence
wt(v)2 forces ?p1c=?p3k=?p3k*=0, and we have *( p1c , p3a )=0 and *( p3k , p3c )
=*( p3k* , p3c )=1. This yields ?p3a=?p3b=1, again a contradiction. Hence
*l=0 for all l # L1 _ L2 . (v)
Finally, it is obvious that every non-trivial sum of vectors from [l | l #
L"(L1 _ L2)] has weight at least 3, proving (VV). K
Lemma 2. gr(1 )=5.
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Proof. Obviously [ p1a , p1b , p1c , p2k , p2k*] generates 1. By way of con-
tradiction assume that [a, b, c, d]P generates 1. Without loss we may
assume that a, b and c all lie on two intersecting lines l and m. Let L$ be
the set of lines which contain exactly one point from k _ k*. The map of
P, which fixes all pic ’s and interchanges pik with pik* and pia with pib
(i=1, 2, 3) defines an automorphism of 1, and it is therefore obvious that
Aut (1) is transitive on L$. Furthermore the lines in L"L$ are pairwise
disjoint and we may therefore assume that
l=( p1k , p1a) .
It is now easy to check, that for every line m with l & m{< there exists
no point d, such that l _ m _ [d] generates 1. This contradiction proves
Lemma 2. K
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 show that 1 is indeed an embeddable F2-geometry
with gr(1 )=5>4=er(1 ).
As promised, we will conclude this note with the following
Proposition. If 1 is an embeddable F2 -geometry with gr(1 )>er(1 ) then
1 has at least 15 points and at least 11 lines (in particular er(1 )4).
Proof. Let 10=(P, L) be an embeddable F2 -geometry on n points
with gr(10)>er(10), such that every embeddable F2 -geometry 1 with less
than n points satisfies gr(1 )=er(1). If there is a line l in 10 such that l lies
in the space (m | m # L"[l]) , then removing l from 10 gives a geometry
whose generating rank is still larger than its embedding rank. Hence we
may assume that
(i) the vectors given by the lines are linearly independent, i.e., |L|=
n&er(10)
From the minimality assumption on 10 , it follows at once, that every point
of 10 lies on at least one line. Assume next that there is some point p,
which lies on exactly one line l # L. Removing p and l from 10 gives a
geometry 1 $0 with er(1 $0)=er(10) and gr(1 $0)gr(10), as every generating
set of 1 $0 is also a generating set for 10 . Hence 1 $0 is a geometry on n&1
points satisfying gr(1 $0 )>er(1 $0 ), a contradiction. Therefore
(ii) every point of 10 lies on at least two lines.
Counting pairs of incident points and lines in 10 gives 3 } |L|2n.
Furthermore we have equality if and only if every point lies on exactly 2
lines. But this implies l # L l =0, contradicting (i). Therefore
(iii) 3 } |L|>2n.
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Obviously, every geometry with er(1)2 (and hence n3) satisfies
gr(1 )=er(1). Assume next that er(10)=3 (and hence n7). Then (i) and
(iii) yield n>9, a contradiction. Similarly er(10)5 yields n>15, which is
impossible by the existence of the example given in this note. Therefore
(iv) er(10)=n&|L|=4 and n>12.
If n=13 then |L|=9 and it follows from (ii) that exactly one point lies on
three lines and the remaining points lie on exactly two lines. Hence l # L l
has weight 1, contradicting the embeddability of 10 . Similarly If n=14
then |L|=10 and it follows that at least 12 points of 10 lie on exactly two
lines. Hence, in this case, l # L l has weight 2, again contradicting the
embeddability of 10 .
This finishes the proof of the fact that n=15 (and |L|11 if n=15).
Finally if 1 is any geometry satisfying gr(1 )>er(1 ), then after repeatedly
removing isolated points and point-line pairs as in the argument for (ii) we
end up with a geometry 1 $ with gr(1 $)>er(1 $), where every point lies on
at least two lines. It follows that already 1 $ has at least 15 points and hence
at least 11 lines. K
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